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LOCALLY FINE UNIFORMITIES AND NORMAL COVERS 
JAN PELANT, Praha 
(Received April 17, 1985) 
Introduction. All topological spaces are assumed to be completely regular Haus-
dorflf. 
When investigating uniform spaces one finds out very quickly that fine uniform 
spaces (i.e. uniform spaces endowed with the finest uniformity which induces the 
given topology) allow to adopt many topological arguments. (Recall the well-known 
categorical fact that the category of all fine uniform spaces and uniformly continuous 
mappings and the category of all topological spaces and continuous mappings are 
naturally isomorphic.) Two coreflective classes of uniform spaces were introduced 
in [GI], [I], namely the class of subfine uniform spaces (= uniform subspaces of 
fine uniform spaces) and the class of locally fine uniform spaces (to be defined 
below). It is easy to see that each subfine uniform space is locally fine; it was exactly 
this rather technical internal property defining local fineness which made an ap-
pHcation of local (topological-like) arguments possible. Nevertheless, the question 
of whether the class of subfine uniform spaces (the description of which is external) 
and the class of locally fine uniform spaces (the description of which is internal) 
coincide, was left open. We will give an affirmative answer. As Z. Frolik [Fl] pointed 
out, this affirmative answer impHes that the class of all fine uniform spaces is the 
smallest coreflective class ^ such that the subspaces of objects of ^ are exactly the 
locally fine uniform spaces. (Z. Frolik described this situation saying that topological 
spaces are defined purely "algebraically" over uniform spaces.) 
Z. Frolik suggested another approach to locaHzation in a uniform space: a uniform 
space (X, ̂ ) is said to he functionally locally fine ( F L F ) if each uniformly locally 
uniformly continuous (ULUC) mapping from (X, %) into a metric space is uniformly 
continuous (a mapping / : (X, ^ ) -> (У, iT) is ULUC if there is a uniform cover 
^ G ^ such that for each P G ^ , / - i P is uniformly continuous with respect to 
^ -^ P and i^). Each locally fine uniform space is obviously FLF and it is proved 
in [PPV] that each FLF space is locally fine. So we are going to obtain three different 
descriptions of subspaces of fine uniform spaces. 
Finally, let us remark that the locally fine uniform spaces play an important role 
not only in a transformation of topological methods into a uniform setting but also 
in the investigation proper of the structure of uniform spaces (see e.g. [I], [F] etc.). 
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Preliminaries. Let (X, %) be a uniform space. The Ginsburg-Isbell derivative ^^^^ 
of the uniformity 41 (see [GI], [l]) is defined as the collection of all uniformly locally 
uniform covers with respect to ^ , i.e. covers of the form \lJ^c\ F/} where {L/̂ } е'Ш 
and for each a, {Vf] is again a member of ^ . A uniform space (X, %) is called locally 
fine if ^^^^ = ^. It is proved in [GI], [I] that locally fine spaces form a coreflective 
subcategory of UNIF and the corresponding coreflection is denoted by X. The 
functor A is constructed in [GI], [I] by a transfinite iterative process using the 
Ginsburg-Isbell derivative (this construction involved one formal comphcation as the 
Ginsburg-Isbell derivative of a uniformity need not form a uniformity, see [P]: so 
quasiuniformities had to be used in this construction). The following theorem 
[GI], [I] is crucial for our procedure: 
Theorem 1. Let M be a complete metric space. Denote its metric uniformity by %. 
Then Я(М, %) is a fine uniform space. 
Using the Gleason factorization theorem, J. R. Isbell [I] further proved that 
each locally fine uniform space containing no uncountable uniformly discrete sub-
space is subfine. 
Let ^ = (T, ^ ) be a partially ordered set. ^ will be called a special tree if: 
1) .^ is a tree (i.e. ЗГ has the least element and for each x e Tthe set {j; e Г ] y < x} 
is well-ordered by ^ ) , 
2) each chain ( = linearly ordered subset of ^) is finite. For л; e T, we denote the 
set of all immediate successors of x in .^ by S{x). We put End (e^) = {x e T | S'(x) = 
= 0}. 
Let (Z, Ш) be a uniform space. Let <p: T-^ exp X (the set of subsets of Z) be a map­
ping such that a collection <р[5̂ (л:)] is a ^-uniform cover for each xe Г— End (^) 
and <p{min ^) = X. Such a mapping <p will be called a (^ , ^ymapping. Put 
\f, <p\ = {Ç]<p{C) I С a Tand С is a maximal chain in ^ } . 
Proposition 1. For each special tree ^, each uniform space (X,^) and each 
{ßr, m\mapping <p, \f, (p] с X%, 
Proof is a straightforward appHcation of Lemma VII.8 [I] (= Lemma 4.1 [GI]). 
Remark 1. l) Let us observe the obvious fact that each endpoint x G End {^^ is 
contained in a single maximal chain C(x) of ^ and each maximal chain С contains 
a single point XQ e End ^. Hence the members of [»^, (p\ can be indexed by points 
of End {^) as well. 
2) One can prove (using Ginsburg-Isbell's construction of A) that each cover 
belonging to X% can be refined by the cover of the form \ß', <p\. Hence 
(l) X4l — {[«^j <p]\^ is a, spacial tree and ^ is a [^, '^)-mapping} . 
So the transfinite procedure of constructing the locally fine coreflection from [GI], [I] 
can be replaced by a one-step construction using "transfinite" objects. 
We shall employ the following notation and terminology. Let .^ = (T, ^ ) be 
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a special tree. Let M с End ( ^ ) . For each xe M take a special tree ^^ = (Г^, g^). 
We construct a new special tree ^' = (T', ^ ' ) by setting T = Tv\/ T^ and 
defining ^ ' as the transitive closure of i?: ^^^ 
(a, b) 6 i? iff (a, b G T, a S b) or (a, b e T^, xe M, a Sx Щ ^^ 
(a = X, XEM\ b = min ^^), 
The special tree ^ ' will be denoted by {^ -> {^^ | x e M}>. Let {X, ^) be a uniform 
space. If a (.^, ^)-mapping <p and (5^, ̂ )-mappings <p^, xe M, are given then the 
mapping Ф: T' -> exp X such that Ф ^^ T = (p, Ф ̂ \T^ = (p^ for each xe M, will 
be denoted by <<?> -> {^^ | x G M } > . For a metric space (M, ^) the collection of all 
^-balls of diameter г will be denoted by .::^^(e). 
An open set G in a topological space X is called regular open if Int (G) = G. 
Let {X^ I i 6 Л} be a collection of topological spaces. An open set G c: J][ X^ is 
leA 
said to be a basic open set if G = f j Z^ where all but finitely many Z^ are equal to 
leA 
X,. We put P(G) = {ùeA\Z,^ X,}. For an open set H in flX, put ^{Н) = 
le A 
= {G cz YIX^\G cz H, G is a basic open set}. For К cz A, denote by п^^ the 
leA 
projection from П ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ partial product f l ^ ^ -
LeA teK 
Main results: 
Proposition 2. Let {(М^, Qi)\ ^^ ^ } ^^ ^ collection of complete metric spaces. 
For each i e A denote by %^ the metric uniformity induced by Q^. Put ^ = Yi'^t-
leA 
Let ^ be a locally finite cover of Yl {^n QL) consisting of regular open sets. Then 
LeA 
there exist a special tree ^ and a {^, %ymapping <p such that 
Corollary. / / (X, '^) = П (^^ '̂ ^) ^^^^^ ^^^^ (^^' Q) ^^ ^ complete metric 
LeA 
space then Я(Х, ^ ) is a fine uniform space. 
R e m a r k 2. a) An analogous statement was proved by J. R. Isbell [I] for separable 
complete metric spaces. 
b) By the results proved by E. V. Shchepin ([SI], [S2]) any product of к-
metrizable spaces is /c-metrizable (in particular, ?c-normal); hence it follows that 
the base of the fine uniformity of the topological product of metric spaces is formed 
by all locally finite covers consisting of regular open sets. 
Tlieorem 2. Each locally fine uniform space is subfine. 
Proof. Let Z = fJZ^, each X^ being a topological space. We need the following 
simple facts: '^^ 
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Observation h Let G^, G2 be basic open sets in X, If there is a set К с A such 
that 71K{GJ) n 71̂ (̂02) Ф 0 and (P(Gi) n P(G2)) - К = 0 then Gi n G2 Ф 0. 
P r o o f is trivial. 
Observation 2'. / /{G„ | песо] is a collection of basic open sets such that P[Gn) n 
n P{G^) = 0 whenever n ф m then (Jl^n \п€ со} = X {со is the set of all finite 
cardinals). 
P r o o f is again trivial. 
Observation 2. Let H be an open subset of X. Let D be a regular open subset of X. 
If there exists К a A and {G„ | и G со} с J^(D) such that n^iGn) -=> njc{H) for each 
песо and {P{G^ n P{G^) — К = 0 whenever n Ф m, then H с D. 
Proof . Using Observation 2' we obtain that 71K{II)YI{X,\ ье A ~ K} a 
^ U{^n I n e со}. As D is regular open, D з Int {[j{G„ | n e со}) => Я. 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 2: Put ^ = П ^^- ^^^ ^^^^ point xeX there is a basic 
te A 
Open set H such that x e H and Я intersects only finitely many members of ^ . 
Choose a cover of Z by such basic open sets and denote it by ^ . 
Take any point у eX and G e S such that y e G. By Observation 1, there is a finite 
set ^' c: m such that for all R e ^ - ^ ' , P{G) n P{H) Ф 0 for each Я G ^{R). 
If there is Я G ^ ' such that the collection {р{н) \ H G ̂ {R)} contains an infinite 
disjoint subfamily, then by Observation 2 R = X and the proof is finished. So we 
shall suppose that for each Re â^' there is l{R) c: A such that l{R) is finite and for 
each Я e ЩР), P{H) n l{R) Ф 0. 
Put ^ = [j{^{R)\Rem}. 
Put 17(0) = P{G) u U { ^ ^ ) \Re^'}. 
Define i r (0) = 7iu(o^{9) л 7it;'(o)(i^) л f ] «^^'(l)- '^(ö) is an open cover of 
i6t7(0) 
a complete metric space Yi (^i» Qt)- ^^ ^У Theorem 1 and the equality (l) there 
LeU(O) 
is a special tree ^(O) and a (^(0) , f | {^^ | Ä e (7(0)})-mapping фQ such that 
[^(0), <Po] < no). ^^"^<'У 
Define <PQ == n^^o) ° <?o- Clearly, <PQ is a (^(O) ^)-mapping. 
Put ir(0) = [^(0), <Po]-We may suppose that i^{0) consists of basic open sets. 
For X G End (J^(0)), put V^ = C]<Po{C{x)) (see Remark 1.1). Denote by E{^{0)) 
the set of all points x e End (=^(0)) such that V^ is not contained in any member 
of ^ . If E{^{0)) = 0, the proof is finished. Consider V^ for x e E{^{0)), Put Jf^ = 
= {РеЩ there exists G e ^{R) such that Пщо){^) ^ ^що){Ю}- % the definition 
of 1^(0), there is a basic open set D G ^ such that nu(oy{^) ^ ^uio){^x)- Hence there 
is a finite ^' с jr^ such that for all Re^^^ - ^ \ {P{D) n P{G)) - 17(0) Ф 0 
for all G G jaf(il). Because of Observation 2, for each Re ^^ there is a finite/(R) с Л 
such that (/(K) n P(G)) - L/(0) Ф 0 for each Ge^{R) with Tit̂ ô) =̂  %(0)(^x); 
denote such G's by j / ^ or ^ ( R ) , where J / ( R ) = j^(R,0) = ( G G J^(R) [ 7r^(0)(G) => 
=̂  ̂ t/(0)(F.')} and ^ 2 = U{^(i^) I î  e £^l}. 
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Put t/(0, x) = 17(0) u P{D) u U{/(^) i R e ^ ' } . 
Observe that (7(0, x) has the following very important property: if G e j / ^ then 
{P{G) n t/(0, x)) - U{0) Ф 0. 
Put -# (̂0, x) = 7Гад,,)(^) л 7rt;(o,.)(i^) л П ^^i2~')^ 1Г(0, x) is ап open 
ieU(0,x) 
cover of J^ (Mi, ^i) so that, as above in the case of ')F(O), there exist a special 
teU(0,x) 
tree ^ ^ and a (^^, ^)-mapping ç>̂  such that cp^ = тг̂ о̂̂ с̂̂ ^ where ^̂ . is 
a (^ , , П ^ . W P P i ^ g ' ^nd 7г,.(о,.)(['^., </>x]) < ^ ( 0 , x). 
tel/(0,x) 
Put ^(1) = <^(0) -> {^, I X G E(^(0))}>, (Pi = <(po -^ ((P. I X G E(^(0))}>. 
Define 1 (̂1) = [^(1). <Pi]- Again, we may suppose that <p^ was chosen so that 
1 (̂1) consists of basic open sets. 
Induction step: Suppose that i^^^n) = \ß^{n), Ф„] and all the other necessary 
requisites are defined so that 
(i) S-in) = i^{n - 1) -> {^^ I X G E[^{n - !))}>; 
(ii) ф„ = <(p„_i -> {<p^ \xeE{^{n - !))}> and (p^ = пщ^.^^^^ср^ where cp^ is a 
i^x, П ^.Wpping; 
(iii) 7r t ; („- i ,^)([^^,<pJ)-< 7Г^;(„_1,.,)(^) Л 7rt;(„-!,:,)(#') Л Ц Ж^^{1~% тОГб-
over, each Ve i^{n) is basic open; êi/c«-1 ,x) 
(iv) if X G E{^{n - 1)) and G G ^ ( ^ ) for some Re^l'^ i.e. G G sé^'^ then 
(P(G) n и(и - 1, x)) - 7 Ф 0 where Y = (7(0) if n = 1 and Y = U{n - 2, r(x)) 
where r(x) is an element of E(^(n — 2)) such that x G End {^r(x)) if n ^ 2. 
A restriction to <p^ from (ii) guarantees that P{Vy) с I7(n - 1, x) if .у G End {^x}-
We will show how to proceed for /i + 1. 
As above, put E{^{n)) = {y G End {^{n)) \ Vy = f]<p,lC{y)) is not contained 
in any member of ^ } . Suppose Е(^(пУ) Ф 0 (otherwise the proof is finished). 
Take у e E{^{n)). Necessarily, there is x' G Е ( ^ ( П ~ 1)) such that у e End (^;c')-
Put ^'^ = {RE Щ there exists G G J*(^) such that 
^U(n-l,x'){G) ^ T^U(n-l,x'){Vy)} . 
^y is non-void because of (iii). For the same reason, there is D G ^ such that 
^u(n-i,x'){^) ^ ^u(n-i,x'){K)' ^^ above, there is a finite £^' с ^ j ; such that for 
all RG^; - jr ' , {P[D) n PyG)) - (7(/î - 1, xO Ф 0 for all G G j3f(jR). Furthermore, 
for each RG^' there is a finite set I{R) С Л such that {I{R) n P(G)) - (7(?г - 1, x') ф 
Ф 0 for each G G J^{R) = J / (K , ^ - 1). 
Put 
U{n, y) = U{n - 1, xO u P{D) u и /(/^), 
КеЗГ' 
ieU(n,y) 
Now the definition of ^y,(py,^{n + i),(Pn+i is analogous to that of <р^г,ЗГ^,, 
^^^\ (Pi stated above. Suppose that ^(n) and <p^ are constructed for each ne œ. 
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Put r{n) = {T{n), g„). As T{n) cz T{n + 1), we may define ^(ca) = ( U T{n), 
У è„ ) , for the sake of brevity put T{a>) = U T{n), й„ = {] un-
песо песо песо 
^(œ) is obviously a tree. We prove that each chain in ЗГ{а>) is finite: 
Suppose that there is an infinite chain С = {c{n) \neœ] in .T{(o). We may and 
will suppose that c{n) e End (^(n)) and c{n + 1) G .^e(n) for each песо. Con­
sequently, c(n) G E{^{nf) for each n e со. Put U = U U{n, c{n)). Consider the sets 
песо 
K%)^^(^\ песо. By the construction of ir(n)'s. 7,%) :D F^^^+S) for each песо 
and 7r,({F;(„) I и G (w)) is a Cauchy filter for each Ù G t/, ^(7,%)) с P(F;(++S)) С 17 
for each n G a>. This impHes that there is a point z eX such that z e f] KJJ„). There is 
песо 
a basic open set Z in X such that zeZ a R^^ for some R^^ e M. As diam n^{V^(^n)) < 
< 2~" for each t e U{n — 1, c{n — 1)) and for each песо, we obtain that there is 
an integer WQ ^ 2 such that 7г^.(;,-1,с(«-1))(^) =̂  ^t;(„-i,c(«-i))(K.%)) for all n > По, 
i.e. R G .âf̂ („) for all n > nQ. Then (iv) stated in the above induction implies (P(Z) n 
n [/(w, c{n)) - U{n - 1, c{n - 1)) #= 0 for n > Пс). As {U{n, c{n)) \n > По] is an 
increasing sequence of sets, we obtain that P(Z) is infinite — a contradiction. 
Hence ^{co) is a special tree. Define a mapping <Pco: Г(а>) -> exp Z by <p(r) = фо(0 
if r G T(0), (p(r) = <̂ „(̂ ) if t e T{n) - T{n - l) where и is a positive integer. 
It is easy to see that <p^ is a {^{co), '^)-mapping. We show that [^(co), <р(ш)] < Ш. 
Indeed, if x G End («^(co)) then there is an integer n such that x e T{n), 
X e End (^(n)) . Then necessarily x ф E(^{n)), hence there is RQe ^ such that 
RQ ID V^ = f] cpJC) where С is the maximal chain in ^{co) containing x (see 
Remark 1.1). Q.E.D. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y is easy as the fine uniformity on (Z, ^ ) consists of all 
normal covers on X and each normal ( = metrizable = uniformizable) open cover 
has a locally finite refinement consisting of regular open sets. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Use the well-known facts (see e.g. [I]) that each uniform 
space can be uniformly embedded into a product of complete metric spaces and that 
the functor I preserves subspaces (i.e. if X is a subspace of У then XX is a subspace 
of/17). So if AZ = Z then Z is a subspace of ^(тгМ^ which is fine if all M^ are com­
plete metric. 
Final remark: We indicated in the proof of Proposition 1 that the usage of special 
trees in our proofs is based on Lemma VII.8 [ I ] . One could reformulate proofs 
using just this lemma. We introduced special trees here as they may be of some 
importance in the investigation of uniform spaces. Let us give an illustration: 
Take a special tree ^ . 
First, define L(0) = min ^ , L(n + 1) = \j{S{x) \ xeL{n)], n = 1, 2 , . . . . 
Recall that S{x) denotes the set of all immediate successors of х'т£Г. 
1Ï xe L[n) and у e S(x) then join points x and у by an interval of length 2~". We 
obtain a space which resembles a hedgehog with branching prickles. The complexity 
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of its metric uniformity depends on the combinatorial complexity of the special 
tree ST we started with. (Some details are contained in [PR]-) 
Special trees also offer the possibility to give an alternative description of various 
coreflections in the category of uniform spaces which are defined "locally" (an 
example of such a coreflective class is the class of all e-locally fine uniform spaces 
[F3],[R]). 
Acknowledgement. I thank Pavel Ptak for stimulating conversation in which the 
idea of the usage of special trees was developed. 
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